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Urban Design announces Qu-s - Do more with your Desktop
Published on 12/31/08
Urban Design Limited today announces the release and the immediate availability of Qu-s, a
unique utility that adds functionality to your Desktop. Throw away that scrap paper for
phone numbers, forget the whiteboard for inspirational nuggets, and stop bookmarking the
entire internet. Qu-s is the permanent answer for organizing all your temporary items. Use
Qu-s for storing internet links, jotting down thoughts, and remembering tasks.
London, England - Urban Design Limited today announces the release and the immediate
availability of Qu-s, a unique utility that adds functionality to your Desktop. Throw away
that scrap paper for phone numbers, forget the whiteboard for inspirational nuggets, and
stop bookmarking the entire internet. Qu-s is the permanent answer for organizing all your
temporary items. Use Qu-s for storing internet links, jotting down thoughts, and
remembering tasks.
But what makes Qu-s unique, is by utilizing the Desktop it keeps what you need at your
finger tips but out of your way. Using a design aware and simple interface, with fun and
sophistication, Qu-s uses advance features usually reserved for word processing
applications to bring organization to your ideas and your notes.
These and other features are as follows:
* Bullet, check boxes and numbered lists
* File and internet links with previews
* A built in browser with the capability of zooming web pages
* An automated system for storing and clearing completed tasks
* Multiple ways of organizing and displaying information
* Exporting content for use with other applications
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.5 Leopard or higher
By not complicating a simple process, Qu-s is the program you've wanted, the organizing
tool you need, and the fast access and creative linking you deserve.
Pricing and Availability:
Qu-s can be purchased online for $16.95 (USD). For more information on Qu-s which includes
a full interactive tour, or to download a fully functional demo version, please visit the
company web site.
Qu-s Website:
http://www.qu-s.eu
Direct Download Link:
http://www.qu-s.eu/download
Purchase Link:
http://www.qu-s.eu/buy
Press Documents:
http://www.qu-s.eu/press/Qus_v10_Pressdocs.zip

Urban Design Limited is a UK registered company operating from offices in London England.
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The company specializes in Design and Software and has been involved in many different
aspects of both disciplines. Copyright 2007-2008 uncomplex gmbh. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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